Press Release
Dooley’s showcases new design, new flavor for the first time for Asia in Singapore
German family owned spirits company Waldemar Behn will launch the precious new design for its
Dooley’s Original Toffee Cream Liqueur to its customers at the TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference
in Singapore. The response to the new design at the TFWA World Exhibition in Cannes and the IAADFS
Duty Free Show of the Americas for Dooley’s, the most awarded cream liqueur in the world, was
overwhelmingly positive.
The new presentation of Dooley’s has already been listed in Thailand and the UAE.
“We are so proud to have confirmed that Dooley's will be with King Power in Thai Airports from this
summer and with our partner Interworld in Beirut and Truebell in UAE,” says Torben Vedel Andersen,
Global Sales Director.
“We look forward to displaying the Dooley’s family alongside our global duty free core brand DANZKA
Vodka,” said Rüdiger Behn, Managing Director, Waldemar Behn GmbH.
Dooley’s continues its tradition of more than fourteen years to win the highest awards around the world,
recently winning the Gold Medal at the World Spirits Award 2014 as well as Double Gold Chinese Wine &
Spirit Award. These awards are in addition to the Gold Medal in October from the Cathay Pacific Hong
Kong International Wine & Spirit Competition honoring Dooley’s Original Toffee Cream Liqueur and a Gold
Medal at the 2013 LIQUEURS MASTERS in the cream segment in November. The Cathay Pacific committee
highlighted especially the outstanding taste and uniqueness which is seen as the benchmark in the creamliqueur-category.
The “Beyond luxury” theme of the new Dooley’s presentation perfectly fits the new design, the
extraordinary content and the fantastic artwork of the new Dooley’s visuals. To complete the “beyond
luxury” experience, Waldemar Behn will be relaunch the new website www.dooleystoffee.com at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference in Singapore to showcase the award-winning liqueur.
Dooley’s is currently available in Original Toffee Cream Liqueur, a superb blend of Belgian toffee, Dutch
Cream and Vodka, Dooley´s Espresso, a magnificent blend of Dutch Cream and Italian Espresso, as well as
new seasonal flavor Dooley’s Winter Chocolate, which joins Dooley´s Tropic Summer.
In Singapore Dooley's Cream Liqueurs will be featured on the Waldemar Behn Stand D34.
About Dooley´s Cream Liqueur Dooley´s offers consumers a premium quality cream liqueur. With the devotion of the Behn Family
since 1892 in creating unique brands and tastes, Dooley´s is unique within the cream liqueurs segment. Combining the best Toffee
flavor with high quality Vodka gives this liqueur the highest standard. It is the most honored cream liqueur worldwide winning all
major awards in this range. Dooley´s is also well-known as the best base for an unforgettable cream cocktail due to its low fatcontent. Bartenders around the world are inspired by Dooley´s. There are also seasonally special mood flavors available as the
fruitier alternative, Dooley’s Summer Cream, or the new creation Winter Chocolate, an outstanding combination of white chocolate
and wild berries.
About Waldemar Behn: Waldemar Behn is a leading family-owned company in the German liquor business, initially founded in
1892. The company is managed by the fourth generation, brothers Rüdiger and Waldemar Behn, and is still fully independent.
Waldemar Behn is renowned for launches of innovative spirits and creative brands. The newest addition to the portfolio, added in
2013, is Denmark's globally recognized DANZKA Vodka, which joins Waldemar Behn's other international favorite, "Dooley`s Original
Toffee Cream Liqueur. The company has a strong presence in its home markets, where the portfolio stands on three strategic pillars:
(1) "Kleiner Feigling", one of World`s leading fun brands and the best-selling liqueur in a 20ml shot bottle (2) Established regional
and national spirits, especially liqueurs, with a long tradition in the German market, including "Radeberger" and "Küstennebel" (3)
and Innovative brands with international approach and relevance for cocktail bars as well as liquor-stores, led by DANZKA Vodka and
Dooley's Original Toffee Cream Liqueur. www.waldemar-behn.com
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